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Maximizidg the Mini f9r Administrative - mputing

4

I

'Marcial.Shonnard Clarkson.
Directo of Data processing
The Univerdity of the South,

oA stand alone minicomputer is being used for both
academic and administrative computing at The University
of the South. I would like to esxplaid to you ;some OT
our reaSons for purchasing this systet, discuss some of
the difficulties we faced in developing administrative
applications, describe some of the techniques we used
to overcome the difficulties, and finally suggest that
we might all,learn from some of our academic colleagues
who have reduced computer costs by developing software
,for less sophisticated systems like the mini and then
sharing their work with each other. .

o thdt you will ha. ve some idea of the extent of
data processing 'possiilities involved, I will describe
theEltuation to you. The University of the South-is an
educational institution occupying tenthousand.acres on
top otthe Cumberland Plateau in south central Tennesspe.
The school*which has three. major divisions--the College
of Arts and Sciences with one thoupand students, the *
School of Theologyfwith seventy-five students, and the'
.Sewanee Academy, aNsecondary school with two-hundred
Studentsis.owned and supported by the Episcopal Chur fi.
Although the University is similar to other liberal ar
°colleges in the'administration of academic affairs, ou
situation is complicated 'because tIe UniverSity's doma
includes Sewanee, Tennessee, a town of two-thousand.
University operates a hospital an inn,' a drug and *Supp y
store, a grocery store, a police department, a fire depart-
ment, and a substantial crew to maintain the land. Ap-,
pro/imately five-hundred regular employees are required-.
to provide these services,. 4

1

In the fall of 1972 the` University hired a consultant
.

. twinvedtigate replacing unit record equipment'which was
installed in. the Treasurer's Office with a computer which
could serve all administrative users. At,this time stOdents
in the College of Arts and Sciences were using an overloaded
"single erminal mini for an expanding academic computing
ptogra The College also needed to increase its computing
power an felt that only a multiterminal interactive system
would satisfy its needs. The result was the purchase of a

71.

medium Sized time-sharing minicomputer to ,do both adminis-
,trat±ve and academic computing.
,
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Our present eq141prik las shown in figure one includes
a 32K main processol4 an 8K-communications/processor, a
22 million byte (IBM 2314 type) disk drivea teletYpe .

35 console; a 45 ips'tape drive, a high apeed paper ppi6
reader, a 200 line per minute printery,,- administrative
CRT's, one administrative teletype, one administrative
30 cps upper and lower case printing terminal, a teletype
used by students at the Sewanee Academy, and four teletypes,
aC1111, and a 30Qps printing terminal for acadenlic'coMPutine
at the College.

'ft

When the computer was parch se the-Univerajty hired
a, Director of Data Processing.and a_half time Director of
AcademiciComputing. As originally designed the Data Process -.
ing Department would provide.s'ystems deSign and programming-..-
assistance to all administrative.users and wouldb.be
responsible for co-ordiniting the use oethe time-shared
system by bOth academic and adMinistrative users. Each
administrative department would provide its own'data entry
tnd'Program running personnel. The Data.°Procesting staff
was therefore planned tó comprise only the directbr and a

. half time clerk-secretary-operator. .This organization, has'
worked fairly well providing service to the large depart-
ments o the University; but,.as I will explain later, we
have h d to-make some adjustments to our original plan.

e administrative asplications now' running 'are these:
accounts.receivablge (a more involved application t an t

most universities our size because of our auxilia nIt -

prises), accounts.payableepayroll,..ledgers (incl ding
general; 'operating, restricted, plant and endowment),
opecurities, budget preParations, financial aid, pe sonnel,
student mastier, and admissions. Fe hope.to expand the
student records' system t9, keep course data, and ho e to
add a.hospital accountserepeivable system 'and a sy tem
for the development office which-will- include both ift
IrecorOS and our data base of pdtentiat gi ers.

The- main reason for purchasing this s stem was cost.
e average monthly rental on commercia stems that were

Proposedto meet our adMinistrative.ne was over .$3,000,
a month, and the cost of upgrading the academic system then
installed was estimated at $55,000. We purchased the com-
bined system for approxim'ately $100,000 and. pay$2,144 a
month on a five year loan. Our maintenance was $608 a
month the first year and'is now $789 a month. ''Our monthly
hardware costs for both 'academic and administrative
computing are approximately the monthly rental on the com-
merc'ial systems that were proposed, and we will own the
system in three more years. t

/
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%
., .There are other financial adVantages. Academic com-

puting's printing terminal has.been the back-up for 'the
line printer for producing payroll checks and other critical-,-
reports during am emergency or during periods such as the ,,

end of a fiscal year °Wheri administrative computing has an
extremely heavy printing load. Likewise, college students
have access to three administrative terminals after five
o'clock and on weekends. Because these are among the
heaviest periodS of student use, we have been able to serve
more student and faculty users with fewer strictly academic
terminals. Probably the most signifiCant Padvantage-to.me

-in defeloping administrative applications has been the
availability of work study students at a cost to the 'Univer-
sity of 4Wan.hour (the federal government Contributes 80%
of the $2.00 perchpur salary of students'who,quaLify.for'
the college work study program). We can select our best
computer science"students. who are on this type of financial
aid; and, because.of their preVious experience with the
computer and the administrative programming language, quick-
ly turn them into productive 'programmers. Students have . .

written the financial'aid system, much of the student master
system, a sick lave vacation system, and anew file manage-
ment system for the accounting files.. If we estimate the'
normal salary/for a beginning programmer at $3.50 an hour,'
we-saved over $4,000 in programming costs during our first

. two year:z6f operation by using work study students. Having
two prof ssionals (that is the direttor of academic computing
and my rli) who are familiar with the equipment and daily

i'e
use. t e same operating system and programming'language has
also een a greatthelp. The'Director of'Academic Computing
backs me up when I am on vacation, and I teach a section

e
°

of computer science for him. Many aspects other than the
cast of hardware make it less expensive to run a combined
Center.

Tho main advantage of our system in developing adminis-
trative applications is'that it is an on-line system. For
example, the Trqesurer's Office has four terminals on which
clerical personnel who are familiar with the data enter it
into the system. Preliminary editing is peFformed as the
data is entered. This editing has considerably reduced ,

keying errors.- Also, much information that used to be
kbyed can now be pulled from the on-line master files. Be-
cause there is less information to be keyed, and because
errors are caught as they are made, the'data entry function
in the Treasdrer's Office has been reduced from a full time
job on the keypunch to a half time job on the new equipment.-
Furthermore, since we have six adminis ative terminals on-
line, we have considerable flexibility file inquiry 'and
scheduling jobs.

4
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Although there are advantages to a time-sharing system
in administrative application development, the main advan-
tages of this type of system are to'the academic users.
The BASIC language is easy for students and faculty to learn.
An interactive system that gives syntax errors gs a program
is entered is perfect for teaching programming. And,
academic users are much more, comfortable.with interpreting
than administrative users. Academic users tend to use the
.same programs fewer times and are. Much more likely to make
program changes at execution time. Furthermore, many CAI
(computer assisted instruction) packages are available in
BASIC, and our system has a very nice:COursewriter-type
package-that can be used to develop mir.own courses. Prob-

i ably the greatest advantage, though, t6 academic users is
that there are many programs available for the, system which
are circulated by users' groups and professional organiza-
tions.

There are of tourse,difficulties in implementing
administrative applications on a mini--diffiCulties that
have prevented their wide spread use. 'I, would like to
spend most of my time discussing these problems, relating-
them to applications that we have installed, and telling
how we or the minicomputer ,vendors are solving them.

One of the main hardware limitatiOns to the sort of
application I am describing is that many minis'have six
digit accuracy and no decimal arithmetic. Can you imagine
telling the Treasurer that the new computer' rounds figures
greater than $9,999.99, and cannot store 100 accurately.
(because .1 'has no binary equivalent.)? In a payroll check
reconciliation program that we were recently testing, ,we
kept coming up with the message "AMOUNTS DON'T MATCH"'when
comparing the - calculated amount that\was stored on the
check reconciliation file with the amount that was entered
from the cancelled check. The error ,occurred veryi-
frequently and always involved amounts ending in .31 or
.61. It was a rounding problem. The calculated number
from the check reconciliation file could, have been something
like $75.31001 and the number from the check could have been
$74.3099-. The error was eliminated by multiplying each
numberby one-hundred and by then comparing the integral
values. In general, there are two main ways of dealing
with these arithmetic limitations. When a number is -over,
six digits it can be stored as multiple whole numbers and
then hardware arithmetic'egn be performed on each number
separately. Although this thethod.avoids the problem that
some decimal numbers do not have a binary equivalent by
expressing all numbers as whole numbers, the user must keep.
track of where the decimal point should be; and, although

15
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it allows accurate hardware arithmetic to be performed on
multiple split numbers, the user must'somehow combine, the
split .numbers into'an alphanumeric field for printing. The
method that we use. (it Was the simplest to get started.
with, but is probably not the most efficient), is to store
numbers that require over six digits of accuracy as. strings
,(alphanumeric characters), and then to use subroutines
which were available in our vendor's contributed library to
perform calculations on these strings. The subroutiles are
extremely slow, but they do simulate decimal, arithmetic
that is accurate to seventy--twa places. Let me' give you an
example of throughput degradation. Our accounts receivable
aged trial balance branches to atone- hundred seventy-five
statement BASIC adding routine as Many ae six times for each
line that we print. The line- printer prints at about twenty-
five lines per minute/ instead of its rated speed of two--
hundred lines per minute. These hardware limitations
certainly do not prevent Os from using the system for
administrative applications, but they increase implementation,
time and degrade throughpUt. Many minicomputer vendors are
announcing hardware string arithmetic which will greatly
improve the use of minis in financi\ al ',applications,.

Traditionally, minicomputer vendors have manufactured
and marketed only central processors., As the market for
minis has expanded, vendors have been forced to offer
peripheral equipment for the prOcessors. Our vendor sold
us a disk unit'and printer that he maintains but did not
manufacture, and we have had much more down time on these
units than on the equipment thait was manufffdtured by the
vendor. Uurthermore, the disk unit is an IBM. 2314 plug
compatible drive without the control unit that -would be
requitsezi to attacIV it to a larger system. The hardware
diagnostics are left out of the inexpensive interface that
our system uses to replace the control unit. It is difficult
to estimate the effect this unsophisticated interface has
on service. I,was shocked the fint time the customer

tengineer came to work on the disk. He took down the whole
system and started loading paper tape diagnostics: I think
many times we' would be operational more quickly- after,a
disk failure if the hardware gave the, service person more
data on the cause of the error; but,l'a goad engineer can
make up for the limitations of the equipment. Not only are
the pert herals that can be attached less sophisticated
than whe attached to a general purpose computer, but
also, ma y peripherals do- not havel vendor supported inter-
faces r drivers available for the mini. When running a
payro pplication, a user cannot alfbrd to risk sing
unsupported equipment. , .<* .4:
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'Although the hardware:limitationsshave-trouble'd the
users who .have tried to install commercial: applications on
a mini, the lack of software is probably the main reason why
minis are not used more widely in administrative applications.
Oursy5tem haS only one programming language avaklable under
time-sharing, MAS1C. Although this language is easy for _

engineers and scientists to learn and use, it is more dif-,
ficult than RPG or COBOL for business people to learn vnd
use. The literature and programmed instruction courses in
BASIC use examples familiar to mathemdticians, like the
(quadratic formula and arithmetic.progressions,.instead of
examples from commercial applicatiorg. As a result, clerical
people that I have tried to interest in programming have been
scared away befoie they even got to the details of the
ldnguage. Furthermore, the language itself was designed to
solve numerical algorithms, but net to easily store, massage,
and print large-amounts of data which:is It.course the first

rrequirement of a commercialanguage., nded BASIC, which
we are using, has enhanced thespriginarlanguage so that it
can format repert'amd manipulate alphanumeric Plata But
as I will d Monstrate.later, since we store numbers as
strings, we have to write statements to perform taskS the
programming language would Usually take care of, like aligning
tee decimal point in a column of .numeric data or placing the
minus sign for a credit to the right. of the number. This
additional programming-is mot 'difficult,once the routine is
written, but, adding At before each'number is printed-does,
increase programming time and execution tine. ',WIC also
does-not take advantage of some of the featuieb:Of our hard-)
ware. We cannot access 'the.line printer's carriage tape
under time-sharing which'siows down throughput when-writing
statements, checks or other repbrts that involve a lot
skipping. Another limitation is that our BASIC can story
only twenty-six phafitmeric fields. Since numbers are
stored alphanumeridally to insure the proper accuracy,
programs sometimes become veryscomPlicated. More effort
is spent switching and saving string variables than developing.-
program logic. Furthermore, since,nuMpric variables can
only be the letters.A through' Z, or a:.single Letter followed
by a single digit, aAd alphanumerferariables can only be
the letters A-Z followed by a dolrar.sign, it is very
ficult to 'tend a BASIC program once it, is written.
4

Let's look at an example of a BASIC program, The
program in figure two searches the open invoice file for
vendors with a net debit balance. It must total the
invoices for each vendor to determineeif the balance"is
negative. When it finds a debit'balance it pulls, the vendor's
name off the vendor master, and. prints a line with-vendor
number, vendor name. and amount. At the end of, the listing

7
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fi

PAY23

1050 I$ ="

1070 I$[11- LEN(G$),10] =G$

1090 PRINT USING 1110;A$,B$,I$
. 1110 IMAGE 5A,5X,40A,X,10A
1130 7f=X+1

1150 SF X#58 THEN 1190
1170 GOSUB 1290
1190 Z$=H$

1210 Y$ =G$

1230 GOSUB 9000
1250 H$=Z$

12T0 RETURN
120 PAINT LIN(62-X)
1316 PRINT USING 1330;P
1330 IMAGE 6x,"Aocounts 'Payable Net Debit Halanoea"Ox,"Page ",3d/
1350'PRINT USING 1370
1370 IMAGE "Vendf",5x,"Vendot. Name",35x,"Amou
1390 P=P+1

1410 X=1

1430 RETURN
1450 IeG$(1,1)#"-" THEN 14900
1470 GOSUB 650
1490 I$=" l

1510 I$(13-LEN(H$),12)=H$
1530 PRINT USING 1550;I$
1550 IMAGE 49x,12a
1570 IF END #3 THEN 1630
1590 ,READ43;B$,B$,R1,R2,R3,R4,R5
1610 ooTo 1590
1630 PRINT #3;"pay23","opitiv",044,TIM(1)-Q3,TIM(0)-0,0, END
1650' STOP

I

,

41
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Figure.2 continued



there is a grand total'of debit balances. If y6{1 look at
the program listing, you will see that the progra would be
much easier to read if vendor number, vendor name" gross
amount, and net, amount had variable names thht su gested their
use a litt1e,more than C$1/B$, E$ and F$. We try, to keep
standard variable usage within an application, bu having
only twenty-six available alphanumeric variables akes this
almost impossible to do for a 'large program. As ou can
see gross amount and discount (E$ and F$) are exp eased as

.strings. This is because we write checks for amo nts over,
$9,999.99. Although I did not include the comput tion
subroutine for string arithmetic - -it is two hund d"twenty-
five lines long - -we can get an idea of what is r quired in
the main, program to perform this type o/ arithme is by
looking at lines 310 through 510 of the listing n figure
two. We only want to perform the lengthy subroutine if itis
necessary; so line .310 chcks to see if there is a discount.
If there is' not, line 330 sets net equal to gross. if
there is a discount lines 370 through 430 assign gross and
net to the proper variables for the string arithmetic
routine andlthen branch to that subroutine. Lines 450
through 510Nadd.gross to'a vendor total (G$). Againrathis
is not difficult programming, but the variable manipulation
slows, down program production and the subroutine for addition.
and subtraction slows down execution. FurtheAbrel'in,this
program we want the decimal points for net aligned in a
column, but since all these nets are credits,°we do'not
worry about moving the credit sign from the lefty c,f the
field to the right. Lines 1050 and 1070-right align the t
deciMal point in the vendor total (G$) by producing a new
string (1$) that is exaotly ten positions a ong with blanks
at the beginning of the field and the deci al point the
third position from the right. These gene alobservations
might be made from looking at the listing: 1) BASIC is
certainly not self documenting 2) much of he coding is
extraneous to the program logic 3), it would be difficult
to go back and make changes to this program, and finally'
4) BASIC would be difficult to learn for a programmer that
is not mathematically oriented.

"Another software limitation is that BASIC. is an interpreter.
We have po facility for compiling programs. 'An interpreter
is certainly very useful in the development stage of a

.
program, but 4:t is much slower than a compiler at executing ,-

the program. We have a data entry program that is run about
four hours-each day. Each, time the statement "PRINT"ACT#'"
is executed this statement must be translated to machine
language. In the case of data entry the execution speed is
limited by the keying speed, but in aany applications this
compilation phase of program execution,each time a statement

10
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A,.<
withiu a program is executed.can seriously degrade through-
put. AnOtherproblem with interpreting is that our external(
auditors have questioned the lack of audit control involved
in Using an in erpreter- for financial applications. Ea-ch'
time a'program s run it could be modified and no record
would be made of the modification. Because.source programs
are relatiVely easy to change, it is true that interpreted
systems are comparatively vulnerable to computer fraud.
Zut.cotpiled systems are obviously not inviolable, for any
one fatiliar with machine laIguage can modify object programs.

--%

EliminAting these limitationsAof the prOgratimilig language
is Another area in which the minicomputer vendors are working.
Tfiere are systems simpar to ours that allow BASIC programs
to be compiled, and many systems offer FORTRAN, .,COBOL and °

'RI0G,.. Of course,: part of the reason that orAYstem was as
ineipenslve'as it was is that the vendor did nc$t have as
much invested in software development."

v

Not only is the BASIC language difficult to,use in
commercial applications,, but the operating systems avaifable
on minis were designed for a different type of user. A
secondary school using.,a time-sharing system for 'CAI and
for 'teaching prograiming needs amopeiating sistem that Liman
be installed by the vendor andthen tun .With lrry little
interventionrequired from an operator. Although this type
of system is ideal for;academic use, it apsume*s,the user
dbes not need to control the locatiqn of information pn-
auxiliary storage deviges,' that he 'she very seldom needs
to load information on and tiff the system, ,and that he or she
can live with a fixed systet of priorities :'for task execution.-
Out operating system includes the BASIC,interpreter, a-com-
munications procpsor to control a maximum of thirty-two
terminals, routines to manipulate,a system library and two
levels of user library, routines to backup and load all or
:selective parts of the system' from. magnetic tape, And a few'
.other operator commands. Since we have a single disk system
t4Wt.is constantly merging and uPdating files, we could
improve our throughput if we Could cut down on diskeek
time'by controlling the location of files on the disk." Also,
the tape unit is only accessible when the system-is being
brought up after backup. Since many monthly files are too
large to keep pertanently disk residentt we have to-schedule
very carefully which things can fit on,the system together
and when they should be loaded and-removed. Sitilarly, the
priorities of the system are-fixed and are designed to give
the best possible response to a user eptering information.
There are many times we would like to*modify these priorities
to,have more control over the thrOughput of a particular job.
Again, these limitations were designed.into the system to

1 3



Make it. easy to operate, but s me are being rein° ed by -the.'
vendors and,stime can:be'remove 'by understandi how the ,

system is working. The,magneti tape unit is available undef
time-sharing. ori a later version of our system which ton-:
siderablY increases the possibi ities ofsYstem design.

. And,
by studying how the Operating s stem allocates disk space,
one, can have some control over ere information is stored.
For example, within a given user area, files and programs
are stored, alphabetically unless they are new to the systelli.,
Therefore, by. naming sprework fi s wl, w2, and w3; they
can be forced to bp-adjacent,,reduci disk seek time for
the sort. % .

% v

. .

Probably the greatest liMitation of nr operating'system
for administrative use.i0he lack of a, fi managetent

- ,.system. Th6re are operating system commands toallocate .

:Space for disk files and to remove disk file8 but the fiIeg
.

are composed of 256 word fixed lengt sectors, \There is no\l
f

f es created using this-package waste space if logical

OCS to hande,blocking or bufferin . The user contributed ..

ibrary has a package to create and maintain a file of uh-
b ocked recordscontainng only alphanumericdata..' The
i

records are not 256 words long, and slow processing because
of the time required to transfer thevinnused.part of the
sector and becauSe.all numbers haire to be stored as strings.
But the files have a,series of:pointers for fast seqUential
retrievaa, a chain of available sectors sd'that additions
can be made without disturbing the sequence, and index
record8 for fast random retrieval. USing -thi§"-paekage;for

. the master, file and an unblockedisequential transaction file,
we installed the accounts receivalasystem. The accounts
receivable mastex and one month's transactions used 18,000
of our 44,000 available disk se.ctots and the system Was un-
believably slow. SinCe that time We.have.addecIblocking
routines' to all programs hat use the transaction file arid
developed our own.file m nagement system for:the master
file.' The trans&O-0.on a know blocked, four logical records
to asedtor, and the master file is blocked, three. The.new
master file allows wumber that AD not require more thgh gix
digits of accuracy to tored numerically which saves
both space, and yroce'ssing time, The fileds in account
number seqiience'and sb can easily be accessed sequentially.
or random retrieval we use.a binary search routine. We

s 1 do not'have a satisfactory method of updating the
file. nce BASIC automatically Writes an end of record,
mark after e write, we developed a system of double.
buffers so that locked file pan be:updatedin place;
but to make addition t_o a Mile, we have to add them to the 4
end of the file and so he added records into place. We

,-
hope to develop a Mote flexible file.management system: pos-
sibly in 'conjunction with automating our development office.

1 4
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\
. . The net debit balance program in fi re two inCludes

an example of- random reti4eval'of the vendor master using .

13ASIC, .Lines.650 through 1030 binary .search the vendor master
to pick up vendor_ name. for those vendors with a net debit
balance. The method J4stlfr.binary searching -- .involves
more disk seeks to locate-a record than using an index, so
it is not very efficient. And, in most operating systems,-
the PrograMmer would only have to say "READ ON KEY" instead
of-writing twenty program steps , Not:only is there more
coding involved4to'adcess.the.file, but the program is
certainly not file independent. If we change the structure
of. the file the-routine would have to be rewritten. Further-
more, though. I have tried to keep file structures similar so
thift'programMing etom application to application will be
Similar, disk space )is one of the most crucial., constraints
on our system. 'As a result, we havesacrificedease of
programming for. efficient disk space utilization when
necessary.

.Another limitation of the operating system 1.8:the lack
. of utilities When we first installed the system there was

only a very primitive user contributed sort,.that took four
hours .to sort flour hundred.. records with' unpredictable results.
But, the vendor finally realized that the system coulO'not
be used.for administrative applications without an efficient

isort and that we could not install on schedule if. he did not .

provide one. The sort the"vendor wrote 1.6 Unsupported, but
accurate and very efficient, -And, some good, generalized
utilities like a file list have'bepri added to the user,

.library.

On final 'technical problem is content c.* Althbugh the'
system services'very efficiently thirty-two'students 6uXering
programs or running a CAI course,. two file updates cause spch
contention that. each might take four. times' longer to run than
if it-were running alone. -ThiS contention has been'one of
the main reasons that we-have had to modify our original' r

d'Aentralized,organtzatigne thought that each department
could use the system indd.'pendently,without any help or;coht14611
by the data processing department.. The-contention that re-
stilted from the registrar sorting the:student master,jinanciaj
aid searching the award file, and'the.treasurer updating the
ayroll, made it impossible for any office to scheduje its work.'

e academic users and administrat' e data' entry users
who =re limited by the speed of their /0-deviceS.Tunas
they Please, Other jobs -like sorts, me ges and%file ,,Updates
are scheduled through my department to c down the contention.
we are using a time- shared system ,and fortin to simulate
a multi-programmed batch system.
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Our original idea for a 'completely decentralized data
prode4ing organization had another flaw. We found that, we k
could not, use people or,terminels efficiently in a small ip
department With this approach. For example, the -clerks ip
the registrar's office ponstantly rve students and faculty,
and could not :tome to the computer enter to use `a' terminal,
so weldcated a $4000 terMinal.in heir*office. We found
that during sotme.phases of-the 'aca emit year the regis.tiar's
terminal was-tbin7g used only f011r ours a week and that
other offices' were much more-reluot t to go ,to the registrar's

- office to use a terminal than they were to come to mine.
Fuiltfiermore beCauserthey used it infrequently, the clerical
personnel in the. registrar's office never did understand the
system well. enough to be efficient at rutining,prdgrAms.
Clerk's in the registrar's office. still do thehbulk .of.their
data entry, concentrated at the beginning offeachi semester,
but._My office'how runs programs Other than 'data entry f*Or
most small departments.

. .Although- I have men.kioriednUmerou'S technical problems,
I.feel tWat.,The Univetsiilk of the South made thecory8Ct
decision in,choosXng a MinicOmPuter for both,adademic and
adMinistrative processing. Our studefit participation in
computing'is phenomenal. Every student uses the comPuter
in a required freshman mathematics program, and 'over twenty-
five percent of the students in our most' definitely liberal
arts college take computer science. And, at the same, time
we have implemented every administrative application that
we Wave demand for: The application not implemented are
sti1.1 manualLbecause the department heads involVed are not:
convined that computer processing is desirable.: If we had
chosen a strictly commercial machine we :would probably pave
installed our business applioationskmore(quicklyi,but we .

'would not have been able- to make much use of student
PrOgralMers,- and we probably.would not have been able to
support as. wide an academic computing program, certainly
not without greater expense. ,

NOwAhat some admillisttative applications have been
developed forthe minicomputer and now that vendors are
expanding their hardware and software so that it is.easiere
to install c6mmercial.applications, I think the mini is an
excellent compUter for, aismall'college.or Universd "`There
are three things I would su'ggest keeping,in mind.to a school
that is considering using fa mini: first, be:careful'in
selecting the vendor; second insist on a benchmark; and

ethird, visit an ducational 2nstitution similar to yours that
is usink the proposed equipment.

1
. ,
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It 1-s very important to choose the vendor carefully
because many minicomputer vendors are not used to.supOorting
commercial applications. When runni a smyroll you cannot
have the mactiine go down for forty- ight hours the day checks,
are to be run. Some mini vendors d not have the hardware
and software service personnel to support commercial applica-

tion.

tionS. Furthermore, many mini vendors are*notcapa*le of
-estimating your hardware-requirements.' For example, the
proposal for our computer id not estimate any diskspace
for accounts receivable tra s ctions. The vendor did not
know enough-about,the appli tion to,know that detiil
transactions are re ired the statement and no one then
at the University k ew enough about Computers to know that
this figure is Nritical in estimating disk reqdirements.
Either the vend6f must be very familiar with your applications
or.you must have someone available to your organization very
familiar with administrative systems design_and hardware.
evaluation.

I think a benchmark is- essential. We djd not know,. What a
°six-digit accuracy limitation and what contention would do
toour throughput because we did not see the proposed equip-
ment running bur applications. Be.sure that the benchmark
includes a sort of a fairly 'large file,.various storage
retrieval methods, and-arittithetic to your required accuracy.
Then, .if you intend.to do your pwn programming,'look at the
,programs the vendorwrote,to run your,,application so ttiat,
you can see what kind of a propamming effort you are getting
involved in. .

Finally, the visif to an educationa l ins titution similar
to yours can allevite all your fears or lei you know right
then that this is not the machine for you. If the school you
visit is,not running some applications that yoe hope tcr.

install find out why' and try to get, an iidea of how difficult
they think"it would be to implement the application. These,
people may also be better able than the vendor to give you
estimates of staffing requirements, help you develop an
implementation schedule and suggest vendors Of peripheral
equipment like terminals.

We in highereducation are not in competition with each
other in the same way the manufacturing organizations ere.
We can learil from, each other. And, we can use a less
Vophisticated machine like the mini because/we have the
capability ourselves to provide much of the software that
is required. We can take away from the xendor.scithe of the
cost of, software-development by developing our own applica-
tions and by then sharing them With each other. Academic
computing has been doing this for years, and academic
administrations cando so in the future. .
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